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ABOUT ME
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

An SDGs Implementer
A project Creator
A Crazy Thinker
Ideas generator
An Innovator and Multi-Award Winner

I’m an advocate for planet EARTH;
working towards PEACEFUL, LIVEABLE
and PROSPEROUS and HEALTHY planet
for ALL.

Please visit
www.cycdi.com/Solution17Pro ile to
download our Pro ile and our interventions.
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HEALTH AND SDGS- Background

T

ransforming our world: the
2030 agenda for
sustainable development
outlines a transformative vision with
17 sustainable development goals
(SDGs) for economic, social and
environmental development of all
the SDGs, SDG 3 focuses on human
health (ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being) whilst all other
goals are interrelated.

Fact about Health
Ü

Ü
Ü

Ü
Ü
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Ensuring healthy lives and
promoting wellbeing for all at all
ages is important to building
prosperous societies.
Healthy people are the foundation
for healthy economies.
The cost of do-nothing-option is
huge (death of children, mothers,
pregnant women, adults, due to
preventable diseases).
High medical cost will plunge
million into poverty.
Non-communicable diseases alone
will cost low- and middle-income
countries more than $7trillion in
the next 15 years

HEALTH AND SDGs
- Connections

Health care is a central pillar of economic development, social welfare, and
environmental management, and it is equally important to the most and
least developed economies.
Accordingly, health and SDGs are interdependent, the success of SDGs will
largely depend on global health policy which will shape the way we maintain
and empower our health to cut down global spending and reduce deaths
before 2030.
Some goals serve as preconditions for healthy lives, and others are
consequences thereof. We must therefore make HEALTH a priority as we
move towards the actualisation of SDGs in 2030:
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TARGETS

3.1

Reduce Maternal Mortality

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,16

3.2

End All Preventable Deaths Under 5 Years of Age

1,2,4,5,6,8, 16

3.3

Fight Communicable Diseases

4, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

3.4

Reduce Mortality from Non-Communicable Diseases
and Promote Mental Health

1, 2 , 4, 6, 8, 9, 10,16

3.5

Prevent and Treat Substance Abuse

ALL SDGS

3.6

Reduce Road Injuries and Deaths

7, 11, 16, 17

3.7

Universal Access to Sexual and Reproductive Care,
Family Planning and Education

4,5,16, 17

3.8

Achieve Universal Health Coverage

4,5, 10, 16, 17

3.9

Reduce Illnesses and Death from Hazardous Chemicals
and Pollution

6, 7, 12, 14, 15, 16

3A

Implement the WHO Framework Convention on
Tobacco Control

16, 17

3B

Support Research, Development and Universal
Access to Aﬀordable Vaccines and Medicines

4, 16, 17

3C

Increase Health Financing and Support Health
Workforce in Developing Countries

4, 8,16,17

3D

Improve Early Warning Systems for Global Health Risks

7, 12, 13, 16,17

THE HEALTH GAP AND DATA
A better understanding of factors contributing to access to health services will
help shape policies to attain SDG 3, and support the achievement of other SDGs
such as reducing poverty, improving education, attaining Zero Hunger and
Gender Equality.
.
Ü Excessive health spending which have pushed millions of people to poverty
across the globe annually (because of catastrophic expenditure, arise from
high medication costs, which are likely to increase in line with the global
increase in non-communicable diseases and the need for long-term
treatment.)
Ü Obstacles and inancial hardships associated with weak health systems exacerbate- worsen health equality
Ü Environmental determinants of health –air pollution, poor sanitation,
exposure to radiation and other environment-related causes.
Ü Gap in good governance- corruption makes access to health services,
medication and information much more dif icult for the vulnerable
Ü Human right and Social equality: Ethnicity, gender and disability can
further exacerbate these health disparities
The outcome and priority of the 4th Basel Sustainability forum should hinge
on availability of robust data on health-related targets and indicators,
which is lacking in many countries, including Nigeria. To achieve SDGs, we
must develop better implementation and measurement tools and link data
across sectors.
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GLOBAL SITUATION AND OUR ACTION.
According to the World Bank, the per capita health expenditure in 2016 was
US$9870 for the US, US$9836 for Switzerland, US$3958 for United Kingdom,
$428 for South Africa, US$398 for China $79.34 for Nigeria and $62.72 for
India.
Despite considerable variations in expenditures, all countries are struggling to
maintain health care coverage in the face of rising costs of medical, increasing
health care demands by the population and environmental determinants.
Call to Action-BSF2019
Health care is a pillar of societal sustainability, therefore there is urgent need
to:
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
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change direction from excessive spending on health care
achieve huge saving to support/promote global economy through
Investment in nutrition, health, beauty and itness organisations to
generate massive jobs
empower communities to maintain their health through enlightenment
campaign- this will change attitude and mind-set towards health.
promote SDGs globally via Solution17

S

olution17 for Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs)is a model developed by Creative Youth
Community Development Initiative to proﬀer
solutions to the world's most pressing problems
through the application of the 17 SDGs.
The model is hinged on youth development through
education, creativity and innovation to tackle
problems, their eﬀects; whilst creating solutions
towards a healthy, liveable, prosperous and
sustainable planet.
SDGs are evidently coupled in the interconnected
social, environmental and economic systems locally
and globally, either with bene icial synergies or at
cross-purposes. Therefore, the importance of
weaving 17 SDGs in CYCDI Model for problem
solving will clearly accelerate the achievement of
Global Goals in 2030.

Successful Project
Implementation
Ü Solution17 for SDG3
Ü CCB –Arts for SDG16

Upcoming Project
Ü Solution17 for SDG8 –

IC2030
Ü Solution17 for SDG16
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WHY SOLUTION17?
What do we need to do?
Ü

Ü
Ü
Ü

Ü

Ü
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promoting and protecting your health
and the health of those around you, by
making well-informed choices
vaccinate your children
practice safe sex
community awareness about the
importance of good health, healthy
lifestyles as well as people's right to
quality health care services
take action through schools, clubs, teams
and organizations to promote better
health for all, especially for the most
vulnerable such as women and children.
hold your government, local leaders and
other decision makers accountable to
their commitments to improve people's
access to health and health care.

Solution17 Model for SDG3

17

PARTICIPANTS

17
1

Global Problem

SCHOOLS / INSTITUTIONS
/ ENTREPRENEURS / TEAM

17

Achieve Universal
Health Coverage

SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS

(SDG3 Target 3.8)

17
17
17

CREATIVE IDEAS
& PRESENTATIONS

SOLUTIONS

MAKERS /DOERS /
BUILDERS /
INNOVATORS
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Why Not Join us
THE
POWER
OF

PEACE

1

LU

7

PLANET

SO

PARTNERSHIP

PEOPLE

TION

PROSPERITY

Solution17 for SDGs is the power of People, Planet, Prosperity,
Peace and Partnership to Sustainable Lagos in 2030.
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CONTACT US

creative youth
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

INITIATIVE

+234 809 610 8715
+234 815 503 6356
info@cycdi.com

faceboo.com/cycdi

@solution17G

Solution17G

www.cycdi.com
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THANK YOU!

